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Artwork: Piece from the project “ trapped “
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The concept
The idea of change, which is the
axis and aesthetic of this issue, was
also the inspiration behind the cover
art.
The ignoring of rules and norms that
obstruct evolution and freedom, is
a painful process that nonetheless,
sometimes for that very reason, is
also enjoyable.
Often we need to “change our skin”
and move on to an infinite battle for
a new life and a new self, wounded
yet, at the same time, free.

The Approach
I chose a special collage, in which
I used a personal project, titled
“trapped”, in combination with the
basic elements of a Flipped cover,
as you were introduced to it on the
first issue.
In “trapped” I deal with the body
as a shell, where there are rules
applied, marking territories and
analogies on axes, a personal cage.
This work is a personal comment on
the irrational, unnatural and contradictory, to the passionate nature of
young people, caging that, society
and its stereotypes, enforces.
Flipped is “changing its skin” leaving behind its old look and evolves
making way to art, ideas, dreams
and new people.

Words & Artwork: Μimika Michopoulou
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EDITORIAL

The first months of the year bring the second issue
of Flipped, a project that gave many of us involved a
chance at a new beginning. So in this issue, we come
to your hands better prepared, with more to offer.
The fantastic job of a creative director that pours her
soul into the layout art. The work of young aspiring writers that make their debut in our pages, granting us that
honor. The many thoughts of our editors about life and
the dedication of the person writing these words, to all
of the contributors
and readers.
The dream was to offer a platform, for people to express themselves, and become better at what they love
to do, through experience and exposure. In this issue
you will witness a lot such effort and I am sure you will
thoroughly enjoy reading every word,like drinking sweet
wine and every image, like a visual blessing.
But most of all, we are here for you. You, who seek to
read off beat yet quality material. Spoil yourself and
read ahead...
Kristiana Lalou
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Leonidas is born in an unfair world, where the battle

of Waterloo is considered a french defeat. When he
isn’t caught up in utilizing lengthened vocabulary in
demented motifs of sentences, he can be found (most
times) next to a cup of coffee and hiding behind a
Steven Erikson read.

Mimika is an interior designer. She lives and works in the

city of Corinth, focusing her energy on anything related
to aesthetics and design. Is involved in styling and
concept design, magazine design and product identity, while her love of cooking led her to food styling &
photography. In Flipped she is the creative director and
head designer.

Chrysoula is a 21 year old, born in Larissa. College

Senior, majoring in Economics at University of Piraeus. Loves volunteering, puzzles and all forms of art.
Dreams of traveling as much as possible, knowing new
cultures and trying as much as she can of any local
cuisine.
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Akylina is a graduate of English Language and Literature

in Athens and has no idea where life will lead her next. Her
dream is to live abroad (UK or Japan would be nice) and
pursue a doctoral degree, but sometimes her imagination
runs wilder than it should. She is passionate about literature, foreign languages, Japan, her cat Luna, chocolate,
rainy days, coffee and tea, laces and warm hugs under the
moonlight (and not only).

Vasiliki (aka Kelly Blue) studied theatre, but dreams of a
career in witchcraft. She lives for breakfast, good coffee
and stories of all sorts. She believes in things that are
true and things that aren’t true and things where nobody
knows if they’re true or not..

Annie’s life in a nutshell: “music”. Obsessed with Woody Allen and

Alfred Hitchcock movies, coffee and anything related to the U.K.
Adores guitars and would like to hang out with The Cure’s Robert
Smith.

Artwork: Μimika Michopoulou

WOR(L)DS

Sw eet ‘20s B l u e s
- Dedicated to my dear friend Elena, who left way too soon Words: Akilina Printziou
Photography: Mimika Michopoulou
Being in your twenties can be tough. Tougher
than anyone will admit. All of a sudden, you
have crossed the threshold of adolescence
and have, in some magical manner, become
an adult. They say changes don’t happen
overnight, but I beg to differ in this case.
The moment you have left your -teens behind
you, it seems like everyone starts treating
you like an actual grown-up - which you are,
but you probably still need some time getting
used to. Νo more childish excuses for you
now, and you might even notice the attitude
of those around you changing from this point
on; they did things for you before, now they
mostly expect you to do things for them instead. Besides, you’re all grown up now.
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Sadly, no life manual is given to you when
you enter your twenties. No matter how many
times you’ve heard people talk about how
their twenties were or how many TV shows
you’ve watched and how many books you
have read, things rarely go as you have
planned, or imagined. And the worst part is,
it’s still the beginning.
Ιt is now time to think about your future, seriously and responsibly, if you haven’t done so
before – even if you have, though, sometimes
things change in a heartbeat and you need to
re-consider your choices. What are you going
to do with your life? Do you have a lucrative
job? Do you have a steady income? Have
you started planning a family already? The
neighbor’s son is doing a PhD in America and
the daughter of the grocer’s aunt’s father-inlaw is already married with three kids. What
about you?
The truth is that society has a magnificent
way of imposing things on you and creating
norms you have to follow and expectations
to fulfill. Being in your twenties means that
you have probably already graduated - or
are about to graduate - from university, have
already found a steady job with a steady income and have already planned out the rest
of your life. What? You have no concrete life
plan? How can you be so childish and naive?
Of course, the current situation in Greece has
changed and reversed a lot of these norms,
and of course, not everyone has the same
opportunities and resources, but the general
idea still remains the same.
Have you ever been asked what you study at
university or what your current job is, only to
receive this look of contempt and pity when
your reply happens to be a little uncommon?
I still remember how sad my grandma looked
when she would tell our guests that I would
one day become a doctor or a lawyer and I
would quickly retort that no, I wanted to be a
translator and translate books because that
was my dream.
Having dreams and aspirations is tricky.
According to society, being in your twenties
means that you have life all figured out and
you know what to strive for, which direction to

take in order to accomplish your goals, like a
proper adult.
However, life is everything but figured out in
your twenties. If anything, it gets even more
complicated and ruthless and impossible to
put in order. When you come to encounter
for yourself all those things you’ve only been
hearing adults having to deal with, your circumstances change. You may have set out to
be a lawyer, a decision heavily influenced by
your family which seemed like the ideal option
when you were eighteen, but one day you
go to a pottery class and realize you want to
devote your life to art. Or you may have been
wanting to be a translator from a very young
age, but after moving towards that goal in a
religious manner, you attend your first translation classes and get really disappointed. You
now know deep inside that there is something
you love passionately, but, unfortunately, this
is not it.
And then you start wondering, what am I going to do with my life?
If you have ever, even fleetingly, felt this kind
of despair, don’t worry. You are not alone.

“ SOCIETY HAS A MAGNIFICENT WAY OF
IMPOSING THINGS ON YOU
AND CREATING NORMS YOU HAVE TO
FOLLOW AND EXPECTATIONS TO FULFILL...

...BEING IN YOUR TWENTIES MEANS THAT
YOU HAVE ALREADY PLANNED OUT THE
REST OF YOUR LIFE .“

I truly believe that the overwhelming majority of people in their twenties know what their
next meal is going to be, probably, what they
are going to wear this evening perhaps, but
definitely not what life has in store for them.
Because life is simply so unexpected that any
plans you make may come crashing down at
any second. Major changes happen from one
moment to the next, and as much as society
and its stereotypes would like us to walk in a
straight line and not stray from it, it’s impossible.
Your twenties are a difficult period of your life
that should however be full of dreams, hopes
and aspirations. It should be the time you
live passionately , when you come to realize
that no matter what other people say or how
harshly they judge your choices, you must
follow the path you will select for yourself and
do it to the best of your abilities.
The beginning of adulthood is challenging,
without question. There will be days in which
you will feel hopeless and helpless. You will
waver about your decisions. But you have to
remember that it’s something everyone goes
through, sooner or later. No matter what they
say, no one has life all figured out, and your
twenties only last for so long… So, enjoy
every moment!
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Remember to...
Not Stick With Any Of My New Year’s Resolutions.
Unfollow All The Foodies On Instagram.
Outrun Strangers On The Metro Stairs.
Check Under My Bed For Monsters, Before I Sleep.
Have Someone Else Order Pizza ,Because I Am Awkward.
While Listening To Music As I Walk, Pretend I Am Shooting A Music Video.
Eat Ice Cream When Its Really Cold.

Hom ecoming
- Maybe home is somewhere I’m going and never have been before Warsan Shire

Words: Eleanna Βourantani
Photography: Mimika Michopoulou

Home is not so much of a place as an orientation.

We like to think of it as an unchanging point
of reference when it is shifting as much as
we do, evolving with us. There is this romanticized nostalgia wrapping the home in dreamlike mist even when memories of it can be
grim and unsafe for some of us. Nostalgia is
an intense desire to return to the past, to artfully embalm a time and place so that we can
always return to it. The imagination of going
home, writes geographer Doreen Massey,
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means going ‘back’ in both time and space.
When chance brought me close to the house
I used to live in, I revisited the place, just to
look at it from the outside. I spent five years
of my young adult life there yet oddly I can’t
remember much of it. Everything looked the
same: same houses, more or less the same
shops, few changes here and there but overall it was what I’ve known well, in the banal
manner one knows well the walls and the
grounds of one’s middle school. I wouldn’t
choose to live there again, but at that time it
seemed to me like the coziest place in the
world. A sense of estrangement consumed
me. Everything was vaguely familiar, but nothing familiar enough to tell to me that I used to
live here. I was revisiting a place taken out of
a film or a book. I expected a rush of warm
nostalgia. Nothing came.
Gaston Bachelard’s work The Poetics of
Space comes to mind when I think about the
ways we construct places - this construction
being an exercise little based on sorting facts
and much based on constantly and actively
re-creating a life-history, an archaeology of
the self.
He writes,
“memories of the outside world will never
have the same tonality as those of home and,
by recalling these memories, we add to our
store of dreams; we are never real historians,
but always near poets, and our emotion is
perhaps nothing but an expression of a poetry that was lost.”
Bachelard tells us that home colors every experience of place we ever have; that memories of home are tucked in every memory of
every place, they are made into an alphabet
of remembering.Think of the nights you’ve
spent away from home, how you might have
felt during the night-time that you’re sleeping
in your room, until you realized, half-awake,
that you’re actually sleeping in a different
place. My own mind clung to the story my
bedroom told, to the arrangement of the door
and the furniture that was familiar, that was
the only point of reference I had. Now I can’t
sleep on the left-hand side of the bed. It has

to be the right one, so that I feel like I’m more
or less in the same place, even though I’ve
been moving around with no family home to
return to. My place on the bed, where I spend
one third of my life, has become my single
point on a map to take me home.
Even though I spent five years in that place I
never get to feel like I’m sleeping there, never
revisit it in my dreams. That time is hazy inside my head, like a silent film, as if not much
happened - and it makes me sad because
those were happy days. Where did they go?
They were ignorant days too. Does ignorance
make days blur into each other, painting
time as one muddy spot on the canvas? I’ve
changed so much in the past few years,
changed so many houses, moved around so
much, that everything before that seems like
a prolonged childhood. We like to think we attach pieces of ourselves on the houses we’ve
lived in, but the truth is these places attach
their own pieces on us instead.

“ HOME COLORS EVERY EXPERIENCE
OF PLACE WE EVER HAVE.
MEMORIES OF HOME ARE TUCKED
IN EVERY MEMORY OF EVERY PLACE,
THEY ARE MADE INTO
AN ALPHABET OF REMEMBERING.“

I recall the sense of betrayal when I realized
that someone else was now living in the room
where I lodged for a year and a half. It was
as if I just got evicted at that moment, got
evicted from the memory. Sometimes, after
we leave a place we like, we can’t imagine
someone else living there; that the walls and
the floors don’t care at all if you ever lived
there; that now someone else’s things, smells,
germs are everywhere, where once there
were only yours. Once it was your kingdom,

it was home. Massey writes that you never
simply go back, home or anywhere else:
“when you get there the place will have
moved on just as you yourself will have
changed...You can’t go back in space-time.
To think that you can is to deprive others of
their ongoing independent stories.”
I walked all the way to my old neighborhood
and stood in front of my former home, waiting to see another name on the doorbell,
anticipating the sense of eviction I’ve known
before. Yet there it was: my name was still
there, untouched, for the past three years. It
was as if I could ring it and go back home.
The house had no lights on, the shutters
were down. Didn’t anyone live there? Had it
remained vacant for three years, my name
still on the doorbell? Suddenly, my bitterness
about someone else living there evaporated.
Wouldn’t it be bad luck if we left a place and
it stayed abandoned? That house had happiness in it, our happiness. It deserved more
happy people.
During these past few years I lost my family
home and at that moment was like losing that
place too. That place was a quiet home to
return to only in memories and, selfishly, I was
prepared to hate whomever lived in there,
hate whomever enjoyed the happiness I enjoyed back then, or to rejoice in their misery,
if they were unhappy. Because they had what
I didn’t have: a place to call home and mean
it. I couldn’t bring myself to hate anyone, not
when I saw my lonesome name still on the
doorbell. My heart was with the house; my
heart wished to keep the house happy, to
keep it a home, albeit for someone else.
Massey writes
“You can’t hold places still. What you can do
is meet up with others, catch up with where
another’s history has got to now, but where
that now is itself constituted by nothing more
than -precisely- that meeting-up.”

Perhaps the memory I wanted to keep intact
simply grew up with me. That meeting-up
with my former house (and my former self)
confirmed it for me. The place was unfamiliar
simply because I changed, because I’m not
the person I was back then.
Looking at the uninhabited house, it looked
like it was unable to move on, as I was, in a
way, until that meeting. Situations had forced
me to change, but I was still clinging onto
memories, hoping to take me back into time,
back home.
Bruce Chatwin describes in his novel
Songlines the way Australian Aborigines understand the world and themselves through a
‘totemic geography’. The Songline is a trail of
invisible pathways, a map that consists of a
song. By singing out the names of everything
they encountered, rocks, hills, rivers, even
human settlements, the Aborigines follow the
path taken by a particular Ancestor, a godlike being that roamed the earth at the very
beginning of time.
The Songline is a map to make sense of one’s
self in place and time because it links you to
the world. It is a map you know by heart, an
invisible map you’re trained to read. To me,
the stories I tell myself about home craft my
own Songline, something we all do every day.
Little by little, we add verses and memories to
create our own poetics of home. It is a work
in progress and so is the self. I thought my
Songline would show me the way back home
but it told me there is no back, only here, that
for better or for worse, everything ends up
in my the Songline of myself, fuses with it,
changes with it. Even going back, physically
or mentally, means going to a new place.
All places are new, because we are all new
people every day.

My sister told me sometimes people leave old
names on doorbells. Maybe someone does
live there after all and they’ve left my name
on the doorbell. Why? Did they like it? Maybe
they left it because the house told them so,
the house still recognized me as its tenant.
Clinging onto a past memory is like looking
into a dead creature’s eyes and wonder why
it’s not moving. The moment you let go of it, it
stops being dead but becomes organic – we
carry it with us all the time, after all. And so
we carry home too. The home isn’t where the
map takes you. It is the map itself.

A nyo ne, A ny wh e r e : I n t h e C o m pa n y o f He r o e s a n d Dr a g o n s
Words: Leonidas Sarkas
Artwork: Mimika Michopoulou

It is obvious from the title that we are here to
talk about heroes and dragons. Which we
shall do, yet not right away, as we enjoy making a short story long.
Strategy games are popular enough. The
movement of troops and battles that mark
the future of empires. Their older form - developed from the Prussian generals’ military
simulations on maps - is that which utilizes
painted miniatures and a table that is temporarily transformed into a battlefield. It’s
a popular, time consuming hobby, that’s
existed for centuries now.
In line with its oldness, the release of rule
books and manuals, that allow the players to

reenact historical battles regardless of era,
battles at sea, battles in the air or even battles
in space, is hardly a surprise.
In 1974, Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson
released a character board game named
Dungeons and Dragons. It gave its players the ability to assume the role of a single
character - instead that of a thousand soldiers
- and embark on heroic adventures. It was
a productive evolution of strategy games, a
venture of theatrical color. This way role playing games or ‘pen-and-paper role playing
games’ were established.
Yes, yes, yes. The kind of games we are used
to seeing on computer screens, the same
kind Skyrim sprouted from, began as a tabletop activity.

Dungeons and Dragons – the most famous
tabletop role playing game- and its later duplicates, allow each person to be a different
hero and in the company of their friends, to
take part in various adventures, such as slaying dragons, saving kingdoms, fighting evil in
whatever form.
Such a venture is not simply focused on
spending one’s free time. Leaving aside
the variety of possibilities the game offers
-we shall revisit the issue soon- it should be
mentioned that pen & paper RPGs help the
mind escape, for a few hours, from the boring
reality. If we take into account that this escape happens without the help of a computer
screen and a keyboard, but around friends
and close ones, its benefits are evident.

Now, there is a list of prerequisites before
someone can dive in the waters of a game
like Dungeons and Dragons. Not a top priority but equally important is the rule book. It
explains the methodology, the steps and all
technical aspects of the game. Then, pen
and paper is required, with which you will
write down the characteristics that define your
character, and of course the dice. Forget
about the boring six sided dice that you are
used to when playing Monopoly and Backgammon. There are four sided dice, eight
sided, ten sided, twelve sided and on the top
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of the pyramid, the twenty sided dice. Don’t
worry, the manual offers the right explanations right on the get go. More than that, as
we mentioned before, the main ingredients for
an enjoyable game are an avid imagination
and good company.

“

PEN & PAPER ROLE GAMES LIKE

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ALLOW EACH
PERSON TO BE A DIFFERENT HERO AND
TO TAKE PART IN ADVENTURES SUCH US
SLAYING DRAGONS, SAVING KINGDOMS
OR FIGHTING EVIL IN WHATEVER FORM. “

Opting for a deeper explanation of the very
mechanics of the game, we come to the
conclusion that it is a three-way system, and
it’s comprised of the players – and their RPG
characters- Lady Luck, whom the dice represent and lastly the DM, as in Dungeon Master
or GM, Game Master. This role is the main
axis of the creation of Gygax and Arneson.
It’s the person that creates, narrates and
describes the story to the rest of the players.
He’s the referee that maintains the balance
and the person who controls the difficulties
which the heroes will face. Don’t think his part
is boring. The DM controls and is responsible
for every detail of the game.
There are no limitations to the characters the
players can create. If someone wants to create a warrior that resembles Conan, they can.
Likewise should they wish to base their character on Merlin, still they can. Looks, abilities,
ideas, the possibility of magic, weapon knowledge, the possibilities are endless.
The ever present Lady Luck is the one to
complete the triangle. The dice allow the
players to control if a particular action of their
characters is successful or not.

A very simple example for the reader’s better
comprehension: Let us assume that one of
the editors of this magazine has created the
character of a witch! If this witch happens to
come across a very heavy door during the
game and tries to open it by force, the Game
Master will tell her to roll the dice. The number
that the player will get should be higher than
the number set by the GM to surpass such an
obstacle. Clearly a warrior type would have
more chances of success against such a
predicament, since depending on the type of
character, the abilities and the weaknesses
vary.
From the moment that Dungeons and Dragons was released four decades ago, it is not
worth wondering that since then, there has
been a plethora of similar games released
and supplementary books. These on one
hand present new methods of creating and
developing the characters and on the other,
they allow the players to experience adventures within the worlds of their favorite books,
movies and other imaginary worlds. Ingenuity
and commercial success made the visiting of
all kinds of universes -magical or otherwisepossible. You may be a Hogwarts student, a
revolutionary in World War II, an explorer in
the world of Lovecraft, a knight in Westeros,
Darth Vader’s minion, a little hobbit living with
its uncle and everything else you wish to be.
Undoubtedly, sitting comfortably in front of
one’s computer screen, with an electronic
RPG and a snack, and spending a great
amount of time racking one’s brain with the
mentioned game, is easier, relaxing and a
way to spend time pleasantly. All the technical details are in the hands of the computer
processor. Yet, electronic and conventional
board games, can’t help but often be a little
too linear.
Adaptability is the part where pen-and-paper
role playing games shine. The potential one
has to do anything, to be anyone, anywhere.
It’s not an activity to put you to sleep. On the
contrary, it stimulates the mind, expanding your creativity and imagination. And all
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this activity in no way diminishes the fun.
Of course it would be impossible to find no
opposition against pen-and-paper RPGs.
Unfortunately, there is the conviction that
people who engage in them have a tendency
for violence and belief in the supernatural.
Though, wanting to be carried into a world
one has come to love, for a while, is not a bad
thing. And it’s not a negative influence either.
Even if one want’s to be a Klingon general or
an orc in the service of Sauron.
At this point you will be glad to know, that after all my rambling, we have reached the conclusion. We discussed the features of penand-paper RPGs. Talked about their structure
and the possibilities they offer. About the
reasons that put them under the category of
interesting hobbies. What is left, is to make
the connection between these games and
childhood., an age when we crafted stories,
lived in fairy tales and generally when avid
imagination was a common ailment.
In the present, regardless whether they are
told before bedtime, if they have to do with
Neverland or if they include evil witches, cowardly lions and little princes, the stories of our
childhood are not forgotten. They just sleep,
in a quiet corner of our mind. They wait for old
friends to visit them anew.
Pen-and-paper role playing games have not
only raised the bar, but also brought it to the
levels that adulthood requires. They’ve come
to allow an inner child to come, even for a little while, to the surface.
So, who’s up for slaying a few dragons?

Al l t he book s i w i l l n e v e r r e a d

Words: Eva Papasoulioti
Photography: Kristiana Lalou

TBR - To Be Read.
A list of books that we currently own, or
want to own, and absolutely read. It can be
a mental list, an excel file or post-its scattered everywhere. It gets longer every day,
it never gets updated by erasing the books
that we finally managed to read and it tends
to stare at us judgingly from where we keep
it hidden, waiting, lurking, jealous of all the
other books we currently have in our hands.

I was 9 when I finished reading my
first book. Not a fairy tale with illustrated pages and a couple paragraphs of story, no. A ‘real’ book.
Granted it was rated for my age,
“modern literature for children and
teens” written in small letters with a
huge font at the very top of the cover,
but it was my ticket to the grown up
world of storytelling and reading.
For how strongly I remember its title,
I have but a vague idea of what it was
about or the main character’s journey
through its pages. Still, I touch its
spine all the same when I see it in a
bookshelf, letting everyone with me
know that it was my first. Because
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there is something special about your
first book.
What exactly, I cannot say. Whether
it is the pride of finishing it, or the
satisfaction of painting every single
image using just your imagination,
or simply the thirst to reach the final
pages, it will remain a mystery.
Then, there comes the favorite - or
favorites. Oh, of those I have many.
Too many. Books that have touched
my soul and shaped my character,
that have set my imagination on fire.
Books I remember quotes from, despite my memory span being short as
a squirrel’s, that I will forever recommend to friends and strangers; that
will make me smi le when someone
holds them.

I tend to disregard the ones I didn’t
like, even if I do make it through to
their end. Sometimes I sit on them,
trying to figure out what I didn’t like
and why. Sometimes I just let them
go. Not all books are for everyone.
I also tend to keep a list of the ones
I want to read. A very detailed list for
that matter, in an excel folder with
title/author/do-I-own-it columns and
different colors for those that I finally
managed to get my hands onto - I
don’t remove the titles, I just color
the cells. This list is getting longer by
the day, and it’s not getting shorter
by the night. At some point, I had to
be honest with myself and admit that
what I wanted deep down to the gray
folds of my existence was to read
every book that my eyes fall upon.
But the very moment I admitted that
to myself, there was another inevitable, painful realization. I am not
timeless.
Time is a tricky subject. You are a
clock and time is your job. You are
light and you are at a constant race

with it. You are having fun and an
invisible leprechaun finds it funny
to play with the hands of your clock,
moving them faster than normal. You
are a living being and time is limited.
That said, I needed to adjust every
single one of my wants and desires to
this short span that I have, that hap pens to be called life.
A friend once told me, “we can not have all the things we want; we
wouldn’t have a place to stash them.”
My friend was right.
Unfortunately, this doesn’t only apply
to books. It extends to every aspect
of my life and, much to my resent ment, I have to adapt accordingly.
Wishing to travel around the world,
while at the same time write and read
all the books, watch all the movies,
cook, paint, learn to talk four more
languages and play the guitar and
the trombone, knit three cute quilts
per year and photograph two thirds of
what I see every day, adopt all black
cats that I meet and taste every type
of coffee out there, maybe even work
and raise children, admittedly isn’t
the most realistic goal and could be
all consuming. Not that I cannot do
all these things at one point or anoth er, but I will never do everything perfectly and to the extent that I want.
Sacrifices are made and priorities are
set mainly by restricting notions like
social life, money, time, mood, opportunities, health issues and whatnot.
There will always be more places to
go, more people to know, more sto ries to write, more crazy colors to dye
your hair. There will never be enough
time for all the traveling, and the
music, and the languages. There will
always be us against a finite amount
of time in our lives, and we’ll have to
make choices, assess and decide on
the things we will do against all those
that we never will. Maybe thinking of
it not as “All the things that I will nev-

“What I am learning, though, is how

to balance the things that I can do now

and set the ground for those that i really
want to do in the direct future.
I am also learning to forgive.
And hope.”
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er...” but instead as “All the things
that I certainly will…” can smooth the
edges around a little and settle the
turbulent craving inside us.
What I’m learning, though, is how
to balance the things that I can do
now and set the ground for those
that I really want to do in the direct
future. I’m also learning to forgive.
And hope. Forgive myself for not being able to realize all my dreams and
wishes and hope that one day I will
realize those that matter the most.
The thing is, books are forgiving, too.
Even those on the list. I can’t possibly remember all the books I’ve
read. And I can’t possibly read all the
books that I want to.
But that’s okay.

Books are there to be held whenever
they are needed. Inanimate objects,
filled with action and emotions and
life.
My To-Be-Read list is already long.
To this day I still haven’t read the
very first books I added in it even as I
buy new ones and forget old ones.
Time will never be enough, and time
will keep passing, with us in the middle of it. And we either sit still, inactive, or we grab it by the hair, hoping
to scratch out some things off of our
lists.
Sometimes, I get angry at this never
ending list of goals and wishes and
books that keep being added – because really, what lists are even for,
if not to cross thi ngs out of them? The
knowledge that I will never feel deep
in my skin the transient satisfaction
of accomplishment when every single
item of my neatly written pile is not so
neatly erased, doesn’t stop haunting
me. When this frustration becomes
overbearing, I try to remind myself
that I’m only human.

A human with so little, precious time.
A human among words and pages
and stories, that despite the vastness
and the infinite possibilities around
me, I’ll never be alone, because there
will always be another book that I
haven’t read.

NEW YEAR’S ADVICE
- Quote on Quote -

On failure and success
“Failure is the condiment that gives success its flavor.”
Truman Capote

On maturing
“Growing up is losing some illusions, in order to acquire others.”
Virginia Woolf
“Another belief of mine: that everyone else my age is an adult, whereas I am merely in
disguise.”
Margaret Atwood, Cat’s Eye

On escapism
“listen: there’s a hell
of a good universe next door; let’s go”
E.E. Cummings

On solidarity
“What do we live for, if it is not to make life less difficult for each other?”
Mary Ann Evans (aka George Eliot)
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On creativity
“Invention, it must be humbly admitted, does not consist in creating out of void but out of
chaos.”
Μary Shelley
“Creativity takes courage.”
Henri Matisse

On happiness
“Pay close attention to the particular thoughts you use to deprive yourself of happiness.”
Byron Katie
“Do I dare
Disturb the universe?
In a minute there is time
For decisions and revisions which a minute will reverse.”
T.S. Eliot

On fashion choices
“On Wednesdays we wear pink”.
Mean Girls

HARVEST

INTERVIEW

The “ Κalim er a ” P r o j e c t
Words: Chrysoula - Rafailia Zagoti
Photography: Natalia Chekimoglou

“Kalimera“ (Καλημέρα)
means “good morning” in Greek

Sunday afternoon in the crowded Syntagma
square. Only a few days before Christmas,
and the square was overflowing with voices,
children, balloons and all kinds of people.
With the weather on our side, it was the
perfect day for our first meeting with Project
‘Kalimera’ (Καλημέρα Project), the members of
which have made giving out positive energy
to… strangers, their hobby! Flipped came in
contact with two of the project team members,
the lovely D. and M., for an interview that was
a lot like a discussion among friends.
The girls were sweet and charming, and their
cheerful vibe captivated me and our photographer, Natalia, right away. We had planned
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to have coffee and then put up ‘goodmorning’ papers together.What are those, you may
ask? Read on and find out.
Flipped- Tell us about Project ‘Kalimera’.
D.- Basically what we do is make sticky
papers that can be removed easily without
causing damage, like post-its, and place them
in unexpected spots like bus stops, libraries,
schools and pillars so that someone will see
them out of the blue, and feel good. The message on the papers is mainly “goodmorning!”,
but there are other versions as well. It has no
other purpose than to make someone smile.
Μ.- It’s very simple. We want people to see
them, maybe even keep them (M. is referring
to those papers with parts you can cut off and
take with you), feel stronger thanks to them,
share them with their friends and ultimately,
why not participate in whichever way they
feel is best. The element of surprise is what
matters, something to shake you out of your
routine, even just a little bit.
Project ‘Kalimera’ has gained a lot of popularity in the last few months, mainly through
social media - Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Youtube - and especially the hashtag #thekalimeraproject.
Flipped- How was your current team created? What ties you together?
D.- I started the project more than two and a
half years ago, leaving little papers in various
spots on my way to school. I got the idea from
something I had read online. I had seen in
the news that a small paper saying “you are
loved” managed to prevent someone from
killing themselves. I thought, then, that we all
can do something simple to help each other,
and I started planning it. At first I was afraid of
the comments I might get, I was worried that
there was no significance to what I was doing.
Until I passed by a bus stop where I had left a
paper saying “Kalimera!” to see that someone
had replied “thank you”. This encouraged me
to continue. Our team now consists of three

people. M. has been my friend since middle school and this year C. joined the group.
There are, of course, those who contact us
from time to time asking to participate. We are
open to such inquiries and we love it when
people want to get involved.
Μ.- It was a bit more eventful for me. One
day I happened to find some ‘goodmorning’
papers at D.’s house and instantly wished to
be part of the project! Later on, C. contacted
us through our Facebook page, and told us
the project made an impression on him, that
he wanted to help and had lots of ideas. Now
he is officially our promoter, he created our
Youtube channel and thought of adding our
hashtag

“ The Κalimera project has
no others purpose than to make
someone smile “

Flipped- When did you start changing up
the messages on the papers?
D.- Our main messages were “goodmorning!”,
“have a great day”, “you are loved”. Also “take
a smile”, on a paper from which one could cut
off the smiley bits and keep them. I get inspiration from various clever ideas online. The
latest message we’ve thought of is “believe
there is good in the world”. We insist on keeping the phrases short because we want them
to grab attention and deliver the message
quickly. And as it’s the holiday season, M. has
created some great christmassy designs!
The girls opened the envelope containing
‘goodmorning’ papers before us, and we were
delighted at the new designs, as well as how
organized they were.

Flipped- When you put up the papers, have
you noticed how bystanders react? Is there
a specific age group that seems to be more
touched?

Flipped- Ever since the project, as well as
a new way of saying ‘goodmorning’ came
into your life, what has changed? In your
life, your schedule, yourselves?

Μ.- We are now experts in sticking the papers
very discreetly and we really enjoy it! It is a
game to us.

Μ.- The first thing that comes to mind is that
I play all the time. I mean, my everyday trips
have a different color to them, they are not
boring anymore. Then, I search for our mentions on social media. I’m curious to find out
who has seen our ‘kalimera’ papers! Because
in this way, we come in contact with people
we share a mindset with, people with the
same viewpoint as us

D.- It’s true! There is an entire method in how
we put them up! I have noticed that people
under 40 pay more attention to the papers.
They examine them and smile. Unfortunately,
older age groups are very sceptical and tend
to misunderstand what we do. We knew right
off the bat that we weren’t going to reach too
many people, only the handful of those who
would show interest.
Flipped- You wish to remain anonymous.
Tell us about that.
D.- We are not looking for fame. There’s no
point in the project being personal. We want
it to be for the common good, without anyone
knowing who is behind it.
Μ.- We want to focus on what happens instead of who makes it happen. The mystery is
part of the game. The riddle is part of the rules

D.- For the most part, my schedule is filled
with preparations for the project. I always
plan out the walk I’ll take in order to stick the
papers and the clothes I’ll be most comfortable in, practical things. But beyond these
little things that I enjoy, the way I treat others
has changed. I understand now that everyone
is going through their own hardships, has their
own problems and thus they seek out a dose
of optimism. My attitude has changed for the
better. When I, sometimes, say “kalimera” to
people passing by, the feeling is indescribable, because their reactions vary. Some
people are startled, some respond right away
and some turn away.
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Flipped- What can we anticipate in the
future?
D.- We have plenty of ideas. We want to
expand our project and create a community. We ‘d like to organize get-togethers, or
a challenge concerning original ‘kalimera’
paper designs. But these are only plans, and
in order to realize them we have to make the
project better known and better understood,
because there are still people who haven’t really grasped what it is about. One of our main
goals is to take it as far as we possibly can.
Μ.- .: We’ve also thought of promoting various types of volunteering through the project.
Blood or food donations perhaps, contributions to charity organizations. We want to
show the world that Project ‘Kalimera’ was
there, motivating others to do the same.
Flipped.- We would like you to describe to
us your biggest disappointment but also
your biggest joy about the project.
M.- Discouragement is very disappointing,
especially coming from our loved ones who
don’t necessarily understand what our true
intentions are. But we forget all of that when
we see how the project resonates with people.
It’s also very disappointing when it is assumed
that our project is a front for a campaign, an
advertisement of some sort aiming for profit.
This is far from what we do. Other sites or
blogs also tend to approach us, asking for an
exclusive. Again, it is a case of putting some
personal interest first, and missing the point
of it all. Furthermore, it saddens us to see how
the response to the project differs inside and
outside of Greece. I was abroad recently, and
made sure to take some ‘Kalimera’ papers
with me, written in the language of the country
I was visiting. There were significantly more
posts published from there compared to the
ones published daily in Greece. But people’s
reactions, their joy, the replies we get from
strangers are the greatest pleasure.
D.- My greatest pleasure is knowing I made
someone smile, that I made their day! Some
negative comments or hateful messages we
receive are disheartening.

But we don’t let them drag us down, we keep
going because there are people out there who
understand our purpose.
Flipped.- What was your biggest obstacle?
D.- It’s mostly practical. Since many of the
people close to me don’t know that I do this, I
have to be careful in organizing and handling
my material. There is no other serious obstacle.
Μ.- There was never an obstacle. The game is
everything.
Flipped.- Earlier this December, you were
invited to a morning television show. Tell
us about that
D.- They approached us, we never take the
initiative to introduce ourselves. We were very
happy because the feeling of our project was
communicated perfectly and we were properly presented to the public.
Μ.- .: Our presentation was reflective of us
and we felt proud because our work, our efforts are being recognized. We also had an
increase in the number of likes, as that TV
station is widely popular.
Flipped.- Here’s a more abstract question
to close this interview; if you could paint
optimism, which colors would you use?
D.- Yellow! The yellow of the sun! It is bright,
with glitter and bubbles!
Μ.- I imagine a rainbow, carrying you away
on a playful journey among the clouds! Optimism isn’t just a color, it is interwoven with
happiness.

“ When I, sometimes
say “Kalimera” to people
passing by,
the feeling is indescribable,
because their reactions vary.
Some people are startled, some
respond right away and some
turn away. “

Next, we went to stick ‘goodmorning’ papers together. I found myself observing my surroundings, the street, the pillars, the walls, with fresh eyes. I put up quite a few ‘Kalimera’ papers and
when I happened to catch the gazes of passers-by, I saw a spark and noticed several smiles. At
that moment I understood why this momentary joy cannot be taken from you. As we walked, completely engrossed in our task as well as our conversation, a young girl approached us excitedly
and asked if we were from Project ‘Kalimera’. Her eyes were lively and you could see gratitude
and recognition drawn on her features. She bid us farewell smiling even wider than before and
walked away with her head held up high. To me, that moment was the biggest ‘thank-you’.

MUSIC

Tunes I n
Words: Annie Orfanidou
Photography: Ellie Kosmidi
2015 was a very distinct year on many
levels. More than anything though,it
was a good year for the music industry. Inspiration, creation, evolution.
The positive or negative view is up to
personal taste. Nonetheless, I personally think that it was a pivotal year
as far as alternative -as each one
perceives it- sound, with small bands
popping up all the time, a little bigger names gaining more popularity
and in the end we had a very good
year, that despite its good or bad
moments-filled our ears with really
nice works of music.

Jamie XX- In Colour
Producer, DJ, arranger and member
of a successful band. Jamie XX is
multi-talented and has proven himself
many times through his work with XX
and collaborations with big names
like Florence and the Machine, as
well. With In Color he managed to
give his music an identity, toying with
electronic sounds -which he is mostly
active in- while one can recognize
his drums n’ bass influences, as well
as the pop aesthetic. If our city and
its alleys had a soundtrack, it would
be this very album.

Courtney Barnett- Sometimes I Sit
and Think and Sometimes I Just Sit
«Give me all your money and I’ll
make some origami honey». This girl
with the messy hair and the grunge
attitude. This girl comes from Melbourne and didn’t hesitate shooting
a music video in the most crowded
London streets. This girl that tells us
in the most simple, forward lyrics, all
that she thinks. This girl that made a
great start and will interest us more
in the future – since the bar is already high.

Kid Wave - Wonderlust
Summer romance. Break up and
dedications. Teen feelings for adults.
Kid Wave are comprised of -the soul
of the band- Lea Emmery (vocals),
Serra Petale (drums), Mattias Bhatt
(guitar) and Harry Deacon (bass).
Uplifting lyrics and melodies, those
that will make you wanna dance while
being in a concert or bar, without

The Chills – Silver Bullets
What can even be said about The
Chills? In 1984 “Pink Frost” is released, a track that gives them wide
recognition on a period when post
punk sound was at its best. After a
few albums, abuses and difficulties,
The Chills, in 2015 entered the studio once more – probably as another
80s band that aims at a successful
reunion- and created a really good
album. They did not reinvent the
wheel, yet it’s a great work, an album that can stand alone within the
rest of their discography. The norms
are particular, maybe in a way a bit
brighter than the sounds they introduced so far. In a nutshell, post punk
is alive and well, and even though
we cant classify it as a masterpiece,
it’s a positively addicting album. And
that is enough.

Father John Misty - I Love You,
Honeybear
His real name is Joshua Tilman. He
was a member of the Fleet Foxes
and Saxon Shore and has toured
with a lot of big names. “I love you,
Honeybear” is a deeply emotional
album. Its axis is folk sound and
Misty doesn’t hesitate to touch more
electropop melodies and most of all
doesn’t hesitate getting exposed.
The album is all dedicated to his
wife, their relationship and the feelings that preceded their marriage.
Maybe all these sound a bit mushy,
yet the production and arrangement
did a good job tying the pieces together so they roll easily. And if you
think about it, Misty’s performance
is the ideal detail in a story with a
happy end.

Victories At Sea - Everything Forever
Definitely 2015 was the year of electronic sound. The British band Victories
At Sea operated with the same logic.
With post punk origins they managed
to create an electronic and dance pop
hybrid with occasional darker moments.
Powerful indie/electro rhythm that makes
you want to dance and distinct vocals.
An explosive debut that is worth your
attention – or just to separate it from the
rest of its lot- that foresees a promising
future.

Wolf Alice - My Love is Cool
I haven’t yet spotted it in any albums of
the year list. “Love is Cool” is exactly
what a contemporary indie rock album
should be. Strong guitars, simple lyrics and powerful vocals. Young in age
but with obvious professionalism in the
music they make, Wolf Alice have been
influenced by shoegaze and grunge
sounds, that they managed to mix in a
unique way. Never before have audacity
and rebellion sounded better.

Homeshake - Midnight Snack
There are two things I love in the DIY
scene. One, no one is looking for tech nical perfection but is more focused on
the mood and energy, and two, that all
the artists have projects that border on
the experimental. Homeshake is the alter
ego of Peter Sagar,guitarist and associate of Mac DeMarco. This is one of
those cases where the student outdoes
the master. Indie pop melodies that are
mixed in psychedelic obsessions and
guitaristic manias. An album that you
will listen on a Sunday afternoon while
you are relaxing at home. Sagar differentiates himself totally from DeMarco by
making an album that he firstly enjoys
himself. That it is released by Captured
Tracks is another plus point.

RECIPE
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D ar k C hocola te & A lmond cre a m Ca k e wit h B u t t e r Ca ra me l
Foodstyling | Photography: Μimika Michopoulou

Ingredients

Cake

For the cake

Beat the egg yolks and the sugar until the mixture
turns white. Meringue the egg whites. Whisk in with
the sugar and yolk mixture slowly and gently. Add
the cocoa and flour while sieving them and mix in
folding motion with a spatula until smooth. Bake in
170 Celsius for 30’

5 eggs
30gr cocoa powder sieved
125gr caster sugar
125gr flour sieved
For the syrup
150gr caster sugar
150gr water
1 shot glass of amaretto
For the Creme Patissiere (base)
6 tablespoons of flour
2 tablespoons of corn flour
2 ½ cups of milk
½ cup of sugar
3 egg yolks
a pinch of salt
one spoonful of butter
150gr of chocolate
(for the chocolate crème)
1 teaspoon of almond flavoring
1 tablespoon of amaretto
(for the almond crème)
Butter Caramel

Syrup
In a pot, boil the sugar and water for 4’. Let the syrup
cool and then add the amaretto.
Creme Patissiere
In a pot, mix all the ingredients for the crème and
whisk until the egg is dissolved, in medium heat.
Keep whisking constantly until the crème comes to a
boil. Then remove from heat.
Divide the crème in two portions. In one portion
add the chocolate and mix well until it melts and
becomes a smooth chocolate crème. In the second
portion add the almond flavoring and amaretto and
mix well.

Putting together the cake
Cut the cake in three same size round cakes.
Coat with syrup and butter caramel and then add the
chocolate crème patissiere.
Continue with the second cake, repeat process and
add the almond crème patissiere.
Top with whipped cream and chocolate shavings.
Freeze the cake for at least 3 hours

ADVENTURE

MILAN
Words | Photography: Kristiana Lalou

THE CITY

Embarking on yet another adventure and our footsteps (not to mention a high speed aircraft)
led us to Milan and its classy streets.
It’s the second most populated city in Italy -with a striking 5 million people roaming its streetsand the capital of Lombardy. Since the beginning of the decade, immigrants flooded the city,
making it more diverse, with now roughly one sixth of its populace being foreign born.
Milan promises a good time to the culture obsessed and fashion freaks alike. Milan’s numerous Museums host exquisite permanent collections and many interesting touring exhibitions.
We were lucky enough to see some Mucha and Hayez while there to our delight.The Da Vinci
museum as well the Museo Duomo are a must visit. The highlight being the Milan Cathedral
-the 5th largest in the world- of Santa Maria delle Grazie. Stroll inside to see Da Vinci paintings
like the Last Supper and climb its never ending stairs to see the most breathtaking view of the
city. If you are lucky enough it will be a cloudy day and your photographs of the view will leave
everyone in awe.

SHOPPING

The infinite streets and alleys of the city are home to almost every single
clothing brand you have ever heard of and some Italian one’s to make you
envy the locals, like OVS. Shopping is a natural occurrence even for those
who are not fond of it. If your wallet can take it...pay a visit to Via Della
Spiga where all the high end brands can be found and witness the many
wonderful window displays that border on art, as well as half a square
block taken over by the Dolce and Gabbana stores. Stroll through The
Mens Street and see just that written in just about every language in yellow
lights over your head.

ΤHE FOOD

All this highlighted by the tasty street food and gourmet restaurants. Try the fried rice balls filled with ragu
or cheese, called Arancini, eat pizza by the slice
or in the size of Italy itself, in such a low price you
won’t believe it. Don’t forget the Italian gelato and the
cream filled cannoli of course for dessert!
Definitely try drinking your espresso doppio or your
cappuccino fast and pretend to be in a hurry like the
locals. Just drink a lot of coffee while in Italy, you’ll
understand when you leave it later.
The best thing about Milan though, is the Aperitivo!
A “happy hour” of sorts, where restaurants and bars
offer in a fixed price -no more than 15 euros usuallythe drink of your choice and an all you can eat buffet.
Yes you read that right.

World...take note...the Milanese do it right.
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TIPS

The city charges you tax per day of stay so check with your hotel beforehand for prices.
Get a metro pass and abuse it to save on transportation fees within the city.
The Duomo Pass grants you entrance to the Cathedral,its museum and roof.
Find Via Fiori Chiari and stroll through it after the sun has set.
The best aperitivo to try? In “Iguana”,a bar near Porta Ticinese.
Ice cream in the shape of a rose from Amorino.
Learn some Italian phrases. You will most definitely need them.

STORYTELLING

... though I walk
through the Valley of the shadow
of Death...

BY KELLY BLUE
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There is something about me that nobody knows.

When I was thirteen I hid a silicone gel packet in my bedside drawer. I had found
it in the new backpack my mother had bought me for school and became very
interested at how adamant that small package was to stop me from eating it. ‘DO
NOT EAT. THROW AWAY IMMEDIATELY’, it read. I didn’t. I kept it, in case I ever
wanted to kill myself.

Several years later, I found out that my trusted little poison packet wouldn’t be
able to kill me, if I ate it. At best, I would suffer a dry, sore throat and mouth. I
threw it in the trash, feeling betrayed. Then I emptied a travel size bottle of body
wash I had and filled it with bleach. I put it in the drawer, replacing the packet,
that filthy liar. And I could sleep in peace, once more.

You see, I lived my life like a bride-to-be who looks up divorce lawyers and writes
down their names, filing them away just in case, just in case things don’t work
out. Only, instead of this, I found solace in the thought of the End, the dark at the
end of the tunnel, the awaiting nothingness. The thread of my life was mine to
cut, and I had the shears in hand at all times. I could leave it all behind, if it got
too bad.

It was a grim kind of escapism, I know, but it got things done. Sometimes, in the
middle of a shoot, I would get this overwhelming feeling that everything was
going terrible, that I was useless and about to be yelled at by the director, that I
should do everyone a favor and quit, right then and there to salvage what was
left of the production.

I would be sitting in the editing room and my hands would start tingling and
shaking so badly that I couldn’t point at the screen without embarrassing myself.
I would be on my way to the grocery store with a churning in my stomach that
fluctuated from empty hopelessness to crippling nausea. In moments like these,
the thought of myself dying, of downing the bleach like a tequila shot was enough
to give me back the control I needed. Nothing could scare me.

Nothing except one thing. The notion of Afterlife was pretty horrifying. What if,
one day, I ended my life only to discover I was stuck in another world, where I
had to start my existence anew? What a nightmare. It would mean I was trapped.
No way to flee.

I once read a story where every human being was followed by their Death. Their
Death was by their side always, like their shadow, or an invisible friend who
keeps you silent company until it’s time for Him to reach a cold hand, tighten it
around your neck and drag you away into oblivion. I liked this story. I found it
very comforting. The idea that my Death was next to me at all times, on standby,
a guardian angel I could lean on, brought me peace and reassurance. I let myself
believe it. I wondered how He would look like, what it would be like to meet Him.

One night, I did.

It was two winters ago. I was coming out of the diner a few blocks from my apartment. That place provided me with the necessary dose of late-night caffeine
whenever I had to stay up and review scripts, or edit.
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I would throw my coat over my pyjamas, pull on my boots and walk there, alone,
then walk home with my hands wrapped around a warm paper cup.
I remember enjoying the feeling of the cold on my face and the heat on my palms
that night, when I was suddenly yanked from behind, by my coat collar or by the
neck, I don’t know. Those moments were a blur. All I know is I stumbled backwards, my precious warm cup hit the pavement and I was being dragged away
from the well-lit street and into an alley, where I was slammed against a wall and
I could finally lay eyes on my Death for the first time.

I think the way I looked at Him stopped Him from killing me, my eyes widening in
wonder and my breath catching not from fear, but from amazement at the sight
of His bared fangs. You see, when Death is your happy place, dark and dangerous things are a source of fascination, not horror. He stared back at me, pale as
the moon, hooded eyes framed by a mess of dark hair, and His grip on me slowly
loosened.

As it turned out, my Death was twice as lonely as I was. We became friends, of a
sort.

It was a fair exchange, some gulps of the Life in my veins for Death’s friendship.
Night after night, I was not scared... Or was I? I was definitely the calmest, most
satisfied I had ever been because now I didn’t have to constantly remind myself
of Death’s finality to feel better. He was right there holding my hand.
He was so strong that He could snap my spine in two like a twig, shatter my skull
like an eggshell. He was careful not to take too much of my blood but there was
no guarantee He would always be so.

He remained, after all, a predator who hadn’t made any promises.
If He happened to grow tired of me, He could drain me in my sleep
and I wouldn’t even feel it. This pleased me. I found myself smiling to the stars
that cast their light upon us every night, enjoying the sunrise as never before.
I was quite happy, but my Death seemed lonely, still. Sometimes I would catch
Him standing by the window, His eyes searching for something outside, something that couldn’t be found; the picture of melancholy. I never asked a single
question, I would just go to Him and fit as much skin against His as possible, try
to warm His perpetually cold body - I couldn’t, but He seemed to appreciate the
gesture.

Months went by, in long silences and heightened senses. Death was the best thing
to have happened to me, and I dreaded Him leaving me.

“When you get tired of me”, I told Him once as He was on his knees in front of me,
His mouth attached to the inside of my arm, “please kill me.”

He looked up, a tiny bit of blood dribbling down to His chin. I wiped it off.

“Why would I get tired of you?” He asked, squinting subtly like He did whenever
He was genuinely curious about something, which was not very often.

“You have eternity before you. I am... nothing. A tiny fixed point in time.”

“You are my fixed point.”

I smiled.
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“I’ll grow old, and become more fixed than you’d like.”

“You don’t have to.”

I knew what He was offering, and refused it. Life Eternal hardly seemed like an
attractive concept to me.

---

Oddly enough, it was me who ended up leaving Him. Unlikely as it seems, sometimes Life does catch up with Death.

I started drifting away from Him when I was promoted. I began traveling a lot for
work and even though at first He followed me, He couldn’t keep doing it all the
time, everywhere. His kind is sensitive to how the light of day comes and goes,
so the constant moving around began taking a toll on His strength, His powers.
Eventually I was on my own, soaking up energy from different places and people,
loads and loads of unique human beings I was meeting. I had more responsibilities now, more creative input. The abundance of new ideas and experiences that
occupied my mind drove Death out, little by little. I thought about Him less and
less every day, and then I completely stopped, because I met Her.

She was the opposite of my Death. She was tiny, frail looking and had the biggest,
brightest eyes I’ve ever had the privilege to look at. Her name was Elda. And she
was bursting with Life.

I met Her when She stormed into my - new, spacious, with a view - office one day
without knocking and set a script on my desk with a bang. The studio was going
to reject it, She said, and begged me to do something. I had dealt with such situations many times before so I explained, very calmly, that it was out of my hands
but She insisted, placing Her little hands on top of the script with a fondness I
found quite endearing and asking me to ‘at least read it.’ I said I would, and that
night I took it home with me, and did so.

The next morning I called the number that was sloppily scribbled on page two
and told Elda I would use whatever influence I had on anyone I knew who mattered in the company - and the industry - to make Her project happen. I would
help Her crowdfund it, if it came down to it. Luckily, it didn’t. It took a lot of effort
and stubbornness on my part, knocking on multiple doors, spending hours on
the phone with people I never thought I would talk to, dozens of e-mails sent, but
I did it. The film was green-lit. When I called Elda to let Her know, I realized that
every time we spoke felt like a deep breath that left me high on Life.

There is magic in what I - we - did. There is something about building a slice of
reality, giving voice to fiction that is bigger than Life, bigger than me, bigger than
Death. It exorcised Him, along with the darkness, from my mind. It pushed Him
away, for good.
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For a while, I chose Life over Death.

Never in the past had I been interested in, or able to enjoy companionship with
anyone, except with Death, but Elda changed my mind. Our time together was
a series of sequences; She wrote, I read Her words, I did my best to give them
voices. Sometimes She would read them to me herself, on our bed with Her back
propped on soft pillows, and I would drink up every sentence just like Death had
once drunk the blood from my veins. I would gaze at Her, with Her big old-fashioned glasses and Her hair cut pixie short and think of old movie stars, timeless
beauties; I was oh, so lucky.

Death, however, was still circling me. On occasion, crossing a quiet street or coming out of the subway after dark, I would feel eyes on me, friendly eyes. I would
smile to myself, but pay no mind. It was only a short-lived impression, that faded
like a distant sound as I walked.

When I first started feeling ill, I paid no mind to it either. Even when Elda urged
me to see a doctor I kept putting it off, and off, and off.

The hospital bed I ended up in was comfortable, with a heated blanket that kept
it warm despite the open window that let the night chill in. I had asked them to
leave it open, that evening. At the time, I couldn’t tell you why.

I tried to take a deep breath and it caught in my throat, pain sawing through
every bone in my body mercilessly. I wouldn’t be long now, the doctors had said
to Elda that same day, before She went home to take care of a few last things.

I managed to inhale some of the breeze though, which smelled deadly familiar,
and my eyes traveled to the window.

Hello”, I mouthed in relief, hello again, Death.

He strode to my bedside and leaned over me like a demon of dreams, tall and
imposing like I remembered Him. His gaze, serene as ever, scanned my face
thoroughly, and His hand found my cheek. His touch wasn’t nearly as cold as I
remembered it.

“Do you wish for it now?” He said, only a little louder than my breathing. “The
bite?”

The scales tipped in my mind, this way and that. I don’t need it, I thought. Death
has always been my friend. He will take care of me, hold my hand to the end of
the tunnel like a mindful parent. There’s nothing to be afraid of.

If only the tunnel wasn’t so short.

“Tell me”, I asked, my voice a coarse whisper. “Is it the End? The end-End?
You’ve died. You know.”

“I didn’t, not really”, He muttered. “I don’t know. I don’t know where you are
headed, but if you come with me, you can forget about that place. With me, it’s
forever.”
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I watched His lips part slightly, just enough to give me a glimpse of two sharp,
pointy tips. These fangs had bitten into my flesh more times than I could recount
but to my surprise, there was a tingling in my hands at the sight of them that had
nothing to do with my illness.

So be it.

I tilted my head to the side, baring my neck to Him. In the past, I only let Him bite
me in places I could hide under sleeves, hems and tights. Now, there was no need.

It has been two years since I joined Death on His nocturnal journey. Funny how I
committed to Him more than I ever committed to Life.

The passage of time doesn’t feel any different to me, but He insists that in a few
decades, months will start feeling like minutes and years like mere days. I believe Him, but I don’t know if I’m looking forward to that or not.

I miss Life, I won’t lie. Or rather, I miss many things about it, mostly Elda and my
job.

I thought about going to see Her. I simply wanted to stand on the rooftop of the
building across the street from our home and watch Her return in the evening,
but He discouraged me, said it wouldn’t do me any good. I trust Him.

Thankfully, I can still go to the movies. I usually catch the latest showing, which
isn’t very wise of me as it’s the least crowded, but I can still blend in just fine.

In the darkened theatre, no one knows what I am. So when I happen to see Elda’s
name in the credits, I can smile my fanged smile safely.
Living forever is, well, forever. It cannot be undone. But it’s okay. Old habits die
hard, you see. Death might have claimed me, but I sure can flirt with the Sun. I
stretch the night out as much as I can before going to our hiding place to rest,
wait until I see the sky turn pink. It’s a sight I don’t want to forget, but mostly,
it’s a reminder. That if I want to, I can always walk into the sunlight.

I guess it’s either forever, or nothing at all, with me.

ASTRO
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Capricorn: You never pause, you’re always
in a hurry, as if giving your best self has
a deadline. Sometimes there is no need
to rush anything. The strength you seek is
already in your hands.
Aquarius: One step forward brings one
more delay, one more problem. Revise
your plans, but know that they might fail. If
you have to throw away the map, don’t be
afraid to do so.
Pisces: When it looks like there’s no way
out, think again and find another way. Get
rid of what’s not useful any more; sort out
and keep what is.
Aries: You’re packing your bags for a
journey to the unknown. The path is open
but don’t walk it alone. Heed advice; seek
company. Learning to listen is your real
challenge.
Taurus: Decision is a cutting knife and you
wield it well. Trust yourself with it; others will
have to trust you too.
Gemini: Things come your way at a tremendous speed - don’t let them all in. Shut
the door to whatever isn’t for you just now.
Minimize the noise; listen to the music.
Cancer: Change is flirting with you, Cancer, and you might be tempted to resist
her. Yet you’re a child of the moon - you
should know already that change is the
only constant. Let it flow.

Leo: Attention, detail, repair. The smaller
pieces make a strong whole. Smaller problems make up the heart of bigger ones.
Root them out.

Virgo: Spending time in your head comes
so natural to you. Do you ever take time to
look around? The answers are often right
in front of your eyes, not in some story you
made up.

Libra: Time, money, emotion: these things
are your capital. Use them wisely, but don’t
obsess over them. As with people, mind
not to lose yourself in them. These are
things you have, but they’re not you.
Scorpio: Words are dangerous creatures
so treat them with care. Silence and solitude
is your sun and water. Thrive, so you can
finish what you’ve started.
Sagittarius: When things are moving faster
than you do, simply stop. Instead of running
nowhere fast, take time to choose a path.
But remember that the wind is sometimes
stronger.
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